Abstract
Introduction

Overview
In [9] , a distinction is drawn between continuous localization and relocation. The difference ['rests on the use of a priori knowledge of the vehicle position estimate in achieving correspondence, and the weighted inclusion of this a priori position in the updated estimate" [9] . Continuous localization is seen as "the normal mode of operation, with relocation used for initialization and error recovery".
The problem of geometric model-based mobile robot localization (whether relocation or continuous) using the ultrasound modality can be subdivided into the following subproblems:
1. Extraction of geometric features, lo- cal coordinate frame (LCF) (calculation or updating of location and orientation parameters of extracted features within the LCF), 
Localization of extracted features within the
Estimation of robot location and orientation
Many approaches in the literature omit stages 1 and 2 above and establish correspondences directly between actual sensor measurements and map features. The two primary difficulties with such an approach are 0 For certain sensor modalities, a single measurement is insufficient to allow correspondence matching. An example is ultrasound.
0 Even for sensor modalities where direct correspondence matching is possible, this correspondence has to be re-established on every cycle. By matching extracted features with map features, we avert these difficulties in this work. While stages 1 and 2 are necessary for the relocation problem, once correspondences have been established, the same correspondences may be used for many cycles, with new data readings being used to update the parameters of the extracted features. The decoupling of the correspondence problem from the localization problem allows for pose estimation techniques which are both fast and precise. Since localization is performed using extracted features, it is much less sensitive to individual noisy or spurious measurements.
We employ the algorithm described in [12] for the first two subproblems above. The algorithm accepts a stream of transducer locations, orientations and corresponding measurements, and outputs a list of planar and corner features extracted from the input data. The location and orientation parameters of the extracted features are given in the LCF. For a more detailed exposition of the operation of the feature extraction algorithm, see [12] .
In this work, we focus on an approach to subproblems 3 and 4 for both continuous localization and relocation. In section 2 we describe our approach to correspondence matching, while the pose estimation problem is addressed in section 3. We show that once correspondence has been achieved, the pose estimation phase may be performed in time l i n e a r in the number of extracted features. within the global coordinate frame.
Notation
Related work
Localization approaches may be divided into four categories according t o the basic primitives used for correspondence matching between the local and global coordinate frames :
Rastor-rastor localization
Many approaches which use an occupancy grid representation of the environment [7 attempt localization by finding the optimal match o f t b e local bitmap of occupied space with a global occupancy grid. The goodness of a match is a function of one rotation and two translation parameters. Drawbacks of this approach are the computational complexity of correlation as well as the trade-off between efficiency and prmecision, embodied in the choice of grid resolution. Extracting segments from the grids and erforming segment-segment matching is more reliable [I31 but can be computationally expensive.
Rastor-feature localization
Several approaches represent the environment parametrically in features. Localization is performed by establishing correspondences between individual unclustered sensor measurements and the map features. Once correspondence has been established, some form of optimization is performed to minimize some function of the vector of spatial discrepancies betwe'en measurements and features. Approaches differ in lhow the correspondences are established, the definition of spatial discrepancy and the function to be minimized.
In [4] , the entire environment space of the robot is searched for locations which would yield sensor readings consistent with the measured range readings. The algorithm is computationally prohibitively expensive and does not guarantee correctness. Orientation uncertainty is not addressed at all. Furthermore, the algorithm is based more on intuitive arguments than mathematical rigor, and does not it deal with uncertainty and sensor error in a satisfactory manner. In [lo], the pose estimation problem is formulated as an iterative optimization in terms of the extent to which the map explains the observed measurements. The approach assumes a coarse initial position estimate is available, and estimates the correct position assuming the orientation is known. For position calculations deemed reliable, orientation is then corrected by maximizing an estimator with respect to rotation. Though imizing a function on the vector of feature-feature discrepancies. These discrepancies may be based not only on spatial distances between extracted and map features, but also on any of the features' other parameters such as size, shape or orientation. New data are used to update already existing clusters' parameters, prior to another phase of feature-feature localization. The same correspondence match may be used over many cycles, reducing overhead and speeding up the localization procedure. Feature-feature localization is less sensitive than previously mentioned approaches to noisy or spurious measurements, though a longer start-up period is required during which features are extracted. The approach described in this paper is a member of the feature-feature category.
In [8], regions of common depth RCD's as defined in scanning transducer. Pairs of RCD's are matched with pairs in the map. However, new data are not analyzed for correspondence with previously found clusters. In effect, rastor-feature localization is being performed, though the "rastor" data is slightly more refined than individual sonar measurements. Several other difficulties with this approach are described in [ll].
Landmark-landmark localization
Many systems base the localization procedure on landmarks detected in the environment. The distinction drawn here between a feature and a landmark lies in the amount of knowledge about identity: A feature is a summary description of a cluster of data points; its identity within a large class of similar features is not known. A landmark, on the other hand, is a feature with a unique identity based on some distinguishing characteristic such as spatial location or some sensed property. Landmark-based localization, then, differs from feature-or rastor-based localization in that no correspondence matching is necessary. This phase is rendered superfluous by a more comprehensive recognition phase. Various approaches to landmark localization are explored in [a, 14, 151.
Establishing correspondences 2.1 Problem statement
In this section we describe an approach to establishing correspondences between extracted planar features and model features. In 2D, a planar feature is a line-segment. We use a redundant normal parametrization representation ([6] , page 336) for linesegments: each line-segment is represented by a 5-tuple C -%fz+ be a quality measure of assignments. The correspondence problem may be then be formulated as a search over C for an element ? E C which maximizes q. Since IC1 = ( 1 3 1 + 1)1' 1, the correspondence problem is inherently exponential. We describe here an approach to find 6 in polynomial time.
The 1D case
Consider the special case where no two Iinesegments in F are parallel. As a working example, let 3 be the set of line-segments making up an arbitrary triangle. Let the normals to the three segments have orientations a1, a2 and a3 relative to the GCF. are the mean and stan ard deviation of the components of p respectively. In this way, we look for a correspondence match which accounts for a large number of ultrasound measurements, but which is also spread evenly over F.
Once , 8 has been found, the correspondence matching is complete: use that c € C which makes the following assignments:
Let q .
we exp \ oit in order to find a good correspondence as-
To each element f E 3 with orientation $ f in the GCF, map all elements in E which contributed to the bin in 7-lf(p) picked out by f. 
The 2D case
A difficulty arises when either 3 or E contains linesegments whose angular separation is smaller than w so that they fall into the same bin in X: or X:, but whose perpendicular spatial separation is substantial. In this case, projecting 3 and E into the + axis in the construction of X: and 31: erases the distinction between these line-segments. This, in turn, leads to ambiguous correspondence matching or mismatched spurious segments. As in the 1D case, the task is now to find shifts in X,"" which will bring it into greatest correlation with 7 -l H f j r .
In the 2D case, however, the relative locations of points in 7-l;lr are not invariant under translations and rotations of the LCF relative to the GCF. In fact, a straightforward trigonometric argument shows that a rotation of the LCF by p followed by a spatial translation of (z, y) transforms a line with normalized parameters ( p , $) into the line (p', $'), where p + 2 cos (4 -P) + ysin (4 -P)
-0
Hence, relative differences in + are preserved, as are relative differences in r for a fized value of q5 E @.
A rotation of the LCF corresponds to a rigid shift of ' H: l r in the @ direction; a translalion of the LCF, however, corresponds to a non-linear !$hearing of '7fZlr. See figure 1. Let H:lr(p, 2 , y) denote the 2D
histogram of E after a rotation of p and a translation of (2, y). We describe here an approach to find the triple (p, f , y) for which 'Hzir(p, 2 , 9) is in best correlation which 'HZPr. Our Once the triple (6, i , 6) has been found, the correspondence matching is complete: use that c E C which makes the following assignments:
and pj in the GCF, map all elements in E which contribute to the bin in ' HZpr(p, 2 , 3) ) picked out by f. 
Pose estimation
Once correspondences have been established between extracted features and map features, a transformation is found to align the LCF with the GCF. We divide the approach into three phases: feature merging, translation estimation and rotation estimation.
'Feature merging
The correspondence-matching approach described in section 2 produces as output a many-to-one function c : E -+ 3 U 0. In order to reduce the computational intensity of the translation and rotation estimation phases, we merge into a single feature all extracted features in E which have been deemed to correspond to the same underlying feature in F. We construct a new set of features E' and a new correspondence function c' : E' -+ 3 U 0 as follows: Let Merge be a function which takes a set of extracted line-segments and produces the line-segment resulting from a merger of scatter matrices, as described in [12] . Begin with E' = c-' [(O}] and Ve' E E', c'(e') = c(e'). Then, for each feature f E F , add to E' the line-segment 
Translation estimation
Let e: be the ith element of (E' -c'-'[{O}] ). Denote the infinite line of which e: is a segment by le;. Further, g (8) has at most two troughs in the interval 8 E [0,2x), and min(g(O), g($), g(n), g ( 9 ) ) lies in a trough containing a global minimum of g (8) . The corresponding %-value is used as an initial estimate in 
Experiments
We are currently involved in the empirical testing and evaluation of the algorithm, both in simulation and on our physical testbed agents. Simulation results are very encouraging. A system for establishing ground truth is currently under development. This will facilitate the analysis of the algorithm's empirical performance in terms of speed, precision and region of attraction1. Figure 2 shows a quantitative comparison of the localization approach to dead reckoning. The robot was steered from a marked point through a loop and returned to the original point. The estimates of final location and orientation according to dead reckoning and the ultrasound feature-based localization algorithm are compared. In this case, no continuous localization was performed; all data was subject to dead-reckoning error, so that the feature-based localization algorithm was at a distinct disadvantage. Continuous localization for the duratzon of the experiment would result in an improvement in the quality of the parameters of the extracted features. This would lead to a corresponding improvement in relocation at the conclusion of the experiment. Nevertheless, the position error of the relocation algorithm was 30 centimeters a~; opposed to 67 centimeters for dead reckoning. Orientation error was reduced from 11.3 degrees (dead reckloning) t o 6.7 degrees (algorithm). The relocation algorithm is seen t o reduce error by at least 50% over dead reckoning.
Conclusion
We have described a feature-based localization algorithm for mobile robots equipped with fixed ultrasonic transducers. We do not assume the presence of beacons, nor do we require the modification of the environment in any way. We employ the method delineated in [12] for the extraction of planar features from ultrasound data in the local coordinate systeim of the mobile robot. The advantages of using extracted features rather than unclustered ultrasonic measurements for localization include (i) improved robustness and noise immunity, and (ii) greater speed in the case of continuous localization since the same feature matches may be used over long periods.
The algorithm decouples the correspondence matching and pose estimation phases, allowing the speed of rastorized techniques t o be combined with the precision and finer resolution of non-discretized estimation. The matching stage need only be invoked during relocation. It is histogram-based, yielding a coarse estimate of pose and a function mapping extracted features to features in the map. Using this function, the pose estimation stage makes use of least squares estimation to yield a refined estimate of translation and rotation. Rapidly convergent gradient-descent techniques are employed for orientation estimation; convergence t o the global minimum is guaranteed. The pose estimation stage is shown t o be linear in the number of extracted features.
The overall result is a localization algorithm which is both computationally efficient and accurate. Such an algorithm is a key component for the tasks of navigation, exploration of partially known environments, and cooperative material handling by multiple agents.
